LUCKY LUCKY BLACKJACK BONUS WAGER: RULES OF PLAY
Lucky Lucky is a bonus wager for blackjack that uses the player’s first two cards combined with
the dealers up-card (or community card), to form a three-card hand. Winning hands use the ranks
of 6-7-8, 7-7-7, or a three-card total of 19, 20, 21. There is no player skill required for this bet.
The Lucky Lucky bonus wager is placed on a blackjack game with any number of decks used in
standard blackjack (a single deck through an eight-deck shoe), or with a continuous shuffler
machine. Please refer to the pay-tables.
The general rule of blackjack has not changed and is dealt according to house procedures.
1. Player must place a main blackjack bet in order to play the Lucky Lucky bonus wager.
2. If a Player chooses to participate, the additional Lucky Lucky bet is to be placed in the
designated area on the layout near the player’s main blackjack bet.
3. Each Casino house may apply their betting limits for this bonus wager.
4. Only the player controlling the main blackjack betting spot may participate in the Lucky
Lucky bonus wager option.
5. All bets must be placed prior to the dealer starting a round of play.
6. The cards are dealt clockwise, starting at the player’s position that is leftmost to the
dealer.
7. Once the initial cards have been dealt for a round, the dealer will start from their right to
resolve the Lucky Lucky bet. Players who placed a Lucky Lucky bet and win must be paid
immediately, and all of the payouts along with their corresponding original Lucky Lucky
bet, must be removed from the Lucky Lucky betting spot and pushed back towards the
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player before the regular round of Blackjack begins. Players who did not receive a Lucky
Lucky win will have their bonus wagers removed.
8. The Lucky Lucky standard pay-tables is as stated below for 3 or more decks. A single or
double deck would be paid out using the same pay-table but removing the Suited 777 as
this in not possible with less than 3 decks.

Table 1: Lucky Lucky Standard Pay Tables (the operator may pick one they prefer to use)

Player’s Hand + Dealer Up Card (Community Card)

Suited 777
Suited 678
777
678
Suited 21
21 Total
20 Total
19 Total
18 Total or less
Note: Pay Table odds are to 1

Pay-Table 1
Pays

200
100
50
30
10
3
2
2
Loses

Pay-Table 2
Pays
200
100
50
30
15
3
2
1
Loses

Pay-Table 3
Pays
200
100
50
30
10
3
2
1
Loses

9. In the event the player qualifies for more than one win only the highest win is payable.
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